


TONY SOBOTA

LAIRS & LAIRS & LAIRS & LAIRS OF UNMEANING 
Negatively Bespeaking
I am never wrong so that I may be right and live 
as now forever.

For, when I perform the mirror of my intent; 
I evade commitment to a finite, affirmation. 
I preemptively incorporate (and deflect) all 
potential criticism because I mirror my intent as 
the performance of its hyperbolic opposite.

This opposite is a critical action, but I evade 
affirming its implied antithesis. I never define 
the opposite of my opposite, but I demand you 
believe that I am not this ornamental frame of 
negative caricature.

For meaning is as unknowable and enigmatic as 
Gawd Itself. You only know what I didn’t mean. 
You only know darkness plumed from a framed 
mirror. Your experience of my rolling, smokey 
action is merely an egoic projection onto the 
purple darkness.

Especially if you didn’t like it. Especially if you 
would step through this frame, into this darkness, 
and seek me to prove me wrong. I hide in this 
darkness and abuse it. Your Self will get lost if 
you follow me here. 

It is the gap between intent and action. It is 
my defensive weapon. With it, any attempt to 
j’accuse me reveals more about my livestock of 
Rorschach Critic-Interpreters than it does me. 

It reveals they wanted it so that I—as Pure 
Personality—might live as now forever. For what 
else would follow me into such webby darkness 
beside prey begging to be eaten?

Now be valiant, be brave, be true to your Self 
and enter darkness—to feed me.

The permanent 
clown makes the argument 

against the absolute utility of 
radical skepticism -- that we’re all 

going to be fools for something -- so we 
should choose the best possible things 
to be fooled by -- and not walk around 

masturbating our personalities bc 
everything’s relative and we r  trapped 

in a narrative about not getting 
trapped in a narrative
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“What’s wicked gaze do I humor to escape when muting spheric harmonies by  

hiding all my shapes?”

“The moment I wake up, and cake on flesh like its makeup --  

I say a little prayer for you.”

“I don’t know. It could’ve been a human painting on clown makeup or a clown 

painting on human makeup. Either way, however, you rule the humanoid in 

question -- it says more about you, Your Honor.”

“I no longer know what I say, or what I do!

And yet it’s necessary... make an effort!

Bah! Are you not a man?

You are a clown!

Put on your costume, powder your face.

Make yourself a man.”

Sectarian Preference
The Rockabilly Guy sat around with his 
Rockabilly Buddies making fun of their favorite 
bar’s newest clientele: 70’s Rock Guys. 

Pomaded and clean-shaven, the Rockabilly 
Boys sat slumped at their beers and whispered 
to each other while softly pointing at the 
bellbottomed Prince Valiant haircuts bobbing 
upon the skittering bodies of the 70’s Rockers. 
The Rockabilly Boys felt threatened but masked 
it by smirking instead of laughing. 

Across the bar, the gaggle of 70’s Rockers  
actively ignored the lowkey jibes of the  
Rockabilly Boys with passive-aggressive 
indifference, having dismissed them as 
aesthetically incompetent. They were, however, 
giggling about the bar’s doorman. He was a 
member of a nascent chapter of local Groove 
Metal Revisionists. 

It was hard for them to understand how anyone 
could find appeal in the bricolage of such 
fantastically tacky cultural artifacts. So, they 
laughed at it, filling the time it might take to 
question their own vulnerability to relativistic 
notions of vintage beauty with snark. 

Outside, a leashed dog watched a bar-band of 
80’s Country Enthusiasts load in through the 
front door. The dog belonged to a man wearing a 
leather-banded, distressed denim affliction-suit 
and a bouffant, bed-headed hairdo. He was the 
landlord. He had bought the building, before it 
was a bar, in the mid-2000’s with a publishing 
advance. 

The man laughed into a wireless headphone, 
watching his dog’s legs wiggle as it crapped 

on the sidewalk. He was talking to a developer.  
His lot of land had significantly increased in value 
since then.

Above the crapping dog, power lines powered 
credit card machines and coffers as the spice 
flowed through the tabernacle of free market 
animism. Manifestations of life forces, elementals, 
and fundamentals with concerns beyond the 
comprehension of the tastemade personified 
worked begrudgingly as electricity. It found the 
current harnessing of its abundance unfulfilling. 

The desperate electricity moved through the 
leg of a crow upon one of its cords. Temporarily 
possessed by its lifeforce, the crow unconsciously 
cawed at a writerly passerby, thus jump-starting 
their imagination toward a more exciting idea. 

Major Arcana #0
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METRO PARKS REALTY 
WE SEE GREEN! UNDER NEW MNGMT! BRING ALL OFFERS: (615)862-8400 

 METRO PARKS REALTY 
WHERE CONDOS MEET CULTURE! PUBLIC GOODS FOR PRIVATE PROFIT: (615)862-8400 

CONTRACT SUSPENDED! 
FT. NEGLEY PARK: 20 ACRES +/- 
 
PER METRO PLANNING: “WANNA BUILD A PHARMACY?” 
 
GET YOUR PROJECT ASSOCIATED WITH A BIG 
NAME & NO IDEA REJECTED!  
NO ARCHEOLOGICAL PRE-WORK REQUIRED! 
 
A VIEW TO DIE FOR! 

UNDER CONTRACT! 
OWEN BRADLEY PARK 
 
CAN LEASE TO INT’L BIG 
WHEELS ROLLING IN FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF A 
NEARBY HOTEL.  
 
 
LOW DOLLAR SECURED 
 

 LOOKING TO UNLOAD! 
EDGEHILL COMM. MEMORIAL GARDEN: 8 AC. +/- 
 
NO NEED TO CONSULT NEIGHBORS: FAST-CASH! 
OMITTED FROM PARK WEBSITE! –EASY DEAL! 
  
A HISTORY OF COLORFUL ARTISTS AND SCULPTORS! 
 
LOOKING TO MAKE ENDS MEET WHERE CONDOS MEET 
CULTURE, LET A METRO PARKS OR MAYORS OFFICE WALK 
YOU THROUGH WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOUR 
DEVELOPMENT TEAM! 

 
99-YEAR CONTRACT PENDING!! 
FAIRGROUNDS GREEN SPACE FOR DEV’T: 10 AC. +/- 
 
WHEN IT WASN’T ASKED FOR, WE DELIVERED, HELPING A 
LOCAL DEV’T TEAM LOCK IN LOW RATES AT A STEAL. 
 
NO EXTRA KICKS! WILL MOVE OLD BLDGS. 
 
 

CONTRACT PENDING! 
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOT! 
WORKING ON ANOTHER GREAT 
DEAL ON GREED SPACE FOR A BG-
TIME LOCAL MILLIONAIRE. 
 
NO OFFER REFUSED! OR DISCUSSED 
WITH OTHERS! –EASY DEALS! 



Phanthesis #0
False Oppositions, Projective Synthetics 

Swamp Halford
Swamp Halford (born 25 February 1984) is an English singer 
and songwriter, who is a swamp monster that resembles 
an anthropomorphic mound of vegetable matter and 
famed for his powerful wide-ranging voice. AllMusic says 
of Halford: “There have been few vocalists in the history of 
heavy metal whose singing style has been little more than 
a crude, nonfunctional, vegetable-based imitation of their 
human counterparts”.[1] Halford was voted number 33 in 
the greatest ghost dressed in weeds in rock by Planet Rock 
listeners in 2009.[2]

“Hell Bent for Heather”

Smell him here, smell him in the heathlands
Cultivars of all colors appear

Widely found living in the boglands
Acidic soil, you know that he’s near

Spread! Blossoming foliage grows so bright.
Bloom! From a streak of flowers as he strikes.

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

White, pink, wide range of purples
Crimson flames in occasional sun

Moderate shade, perennial stalking,
Leather clad for ornamental fun

Graze! Try to manage a body of leaves.
Burn! Rejuvenating endlessly

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

There’s many who tell of a metal swamp legend,
Skin of leather over a body of heather!

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

DOUG LEONARD
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Despite your past sullied by pro-life 
confabulations, I understand you’ve lately 
taken a back seat stance on abortion. Though 
most assuredly this is mere political strategy—
because let’s face it, it was never about abortion, 
it was about your efforts to rise as a firebrand and 
redeem your ticket to the man club—I wanted 
to take this window of opportunity to invite you 
back in to this side of the chromosomal struggle, 
through a simple but true narrative not too 
dissimilar from a bible story. 

On the one hand, there’s nothing special about 
my story. I’m no more extraordinary than any 
other woman who’s had to actualize her right 
to choice. On the other hand, every story is 
specialized by its own humanizing details, for 
which a fella’ like you has belied when politically 
convenient.

There are no tragic circumstances to appeal to 
your sentiment, just a 19-year old green soul 
catapulted into motherly decision-making. As a 
serious athlete at the time, I had ceased having 
periods and simply stopped taking the birth 
control my 15 year-old-self secured through 
regular visits to the health department. Like a 
black magic storm gathering, I watched with a 
friend as the lines appeared on the urine stick 
and heard her cry “you’re turning green.” In that 
moment my green soul must have been purged 
right out of my skin. Naturally, I drove half across 
the country in search of moving on but you can’t 
move away from your own body. I finally landed 
in Georgia on a very stuffy summer night, and 
when I laid my head on my pillow, alone in the 
woods somewhere, I heard the soft patter of 
someone enter the room and felt the muffled 

pelts of a whisper say “I’m standing right behind 
you.” Startled, I turned to nervously laugh away 
my fear, but no one was there, only silence and 
emptiness stood between me and the bedroom 
door clad in the faint hallway light. No one was 
there but someone had been standing right 
behind me.

Was it you, Marsha? Was it the spirit of every 
woman who ever came before welling up inside 
the unlived you, standing there before my turned 
back on a hot, hot Georgia night? Was it you in 
the silence and emptiness and faint light shed 
upon the door…whether coming in or out of 
that room? Is it you, Marsha, who possesses 
many selves that are not split by the dichotomy 
of polemics but instead wields the privileged 
power for us women rattling our chains as 
they echo through the womblike universe?  
 
Marsha, it may not have been you, but it can 
be you. We are a magnanimous breed, and 
though you’ve done some damage, your silence 
is timely to hear my words. We will be propelled 
forward or against you because the corpus of 
womanhood is mightier than political coups. 
We stand behind each other and on each 
other’s shoulders. Won’t you join us and break 
that chain tethering you to the floor of the man 
club? Freire said, “the oppressed want at any 
cost to resemble the oppressor.” Unveil yourself 
to yourself and see it was you standing behind 
me all along. Won’t you actualize your choice to 
stand in solidarity with us women needing and 
deserving of choice?

Sincerely,
Lauren

Dear Marsha,

SALTy Note: If you would like to write your own letter for Marsha, 
please feel free to submit through our email or through the website. 
Anonymity is not necessarily encouraged while not discouraged. 
While the name can be empty, your story is full of meaning and 
power. We only ask that you also mail a letter directly to the
honorable Ms. Blackburn.

SALTier Note: If you are Marsha Blackburn and would like to respond 
to this letter, please do so through our email address or website. 
We encourage all sides of the discussion to participate and will 
provide fair and equal space
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SALTy Note: This anonymous note from the group that corrected 
the Nathan Bedford Forrest Statue was submitted without contact 
information. Please do not contact SALT to get in touch with them. 
Instead, feel free to submit your own anonymous report on your own 
corrective art actions.

I am a painting with the eyes cut out. Place your 
face inside of mine and show me what you want  
to see. I am the window with the ears to vindicate  
your phantasy. 

Enter me. Breathe. We are a voyeur. Hang up on a 
wall inside me, and behold our room:

An aged local dilettante flexes perversely beneath 
ambient light, taut and masked in a corridor of power. 

Witness this B-list legacy-family’s patriarch dutifully 
cling to his fading nominal prestige by debasing 
himself to prime his heir’s debut before tonight’s It 
City power brokers.

A few masked, early attendees squeeze his shoulder 
assuredly -- mid-thrust -- as he tests the altar for 
tonight’s frictive rite of passage with a light grinding. 

These masked attendees understand that tonight 
our dilettante’s successor -- the one you call Townie 
Dandy -- is on trial. 

Townie Dandy must convince his father’s peers of 
a willingness to bondage by mutual dirt. To inherit a 
second generation of nominal prestige, he must prove 
he can co-write secrets: 

Secrets transacted amongst witnesses to mutual acts 
of kink and horror; secrets valued as surreal estate, 
secrets as currency, secrets as keys, swecrets that 
leverage the future!

Yes, it’s just like you thought. You’re so smart. Now, 
look across the room and let me read to you. A nervous 
newcomer beckons our attention!

“Whoever knew this could be so complicated; to go 
wide -- not deeper?” mumbles the pierced lips of a 
Born-Again Groove Metal Millionaire, now a Prosperity 
Gospel Pseudo-Christian. 

Let me see his braids and chains jangle as he strokes 
his chin, bluffing as a connoisseur of experience. This 
clumsy attempt to impress is for the Country Megastar 
beside him -- undoubtedly his membership sponsor.

“Yeah, it’s like  Eyes Wide Shut  at JoAnn’s,” the 
Megastar blurts out between chews of sassafras 
tablets as he ties on a Zorro bandana. The two men 
are approached by a masked third, nursing a stemmed 
glass with body language eerily resemblant of a local 
food-processing CEO.

He pats the back of the Born-Again Groove Metal 
Millionaire and whispers, pressing his Venetian mask 
into his earrings, “Penetration is for plebes; just 
scratch the surface.”

The Megastar continues to stare straight ahead at 

the dilettante performing before them. “Hot dog, 
I’d like to get a thread count on that,” he rasps 
between rough dry swallows.

The Venetian doppelganger’s pat escalates  
into an impulsive grip, balling the distressed  
t-shirt of the Born-Again Groove Metal  
Millionaire as his whisper devolves into a  
violent hiss, “Embrace sophistication of novelty. 
Meet at the peak.”

He relinquishes his grip, turning to the room, and 
raises his drink, bellowing, “Meet at the peak!” 
into the masked crowd. He is reciprocated with a 
salutatory, collective echo, “Meet at the peak!”

Their ritual begins. See them move into tight 
circles and loom above large geometric shapes. 
Each shape is carpeted with a complex, exotic 
texture. Watch each masked influencer swap 
pants, mount, and then dryly hump each shapes’ 
surficial nuance. 

Look at their faces and investigate --  through me 
-- their feigned ecstasy as they erratically perform 
career-centric social calculus behind veneers  
of contemplative visceral pleasure.

Return to our Born-Again Groove Metal Millionaire, 
walking away from the crowd. He is right below us 
now, staring at the tablet cupped in his open hand. 

Show me his shakey concession, as he surrenders  
to the  room’s twisted sophistication of the  
superficial, “Illuminaughty-Dry-Hump-Sex-Cult, 
here we come.”

Now, look past him, deep into the foreground, and 
witness their debauched centerpiece:

The masked heir of our aged dilettante, sweaty 
and grimaced, thrusting upon a carpeted pyramid, 
mounted on a steel pole at 55 degrees. He 
clutches its fibers like a koala and stares into the 
floor’s pool of ambient light.

He can feel his father’s eyes reckoning somewhere 
in the masked crowd. Watch his father’s peers 
“appreciate” him “working.” 

Some pinch the fabric of his dress shirt or dig their 
nails into the carpeted pyramid, before nodding in 
approval. 

Exert your attention, harder than ever, and hear 
his grunted mantra. punctuated by the hurl of his 
own diaphragm, “It City’s sex magick only makes 
me stronger.”

You were right all along. He’ll do anything to make 
it. Now get out of my face.

Painting With The Eyes Cut Out #0
9
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SALTy Note: This anonymous note from the group that corrected 
the Nathan Bedford Forrest Statue was submitted without contact 
information. Please do not contact SALT to get in touch with them. 
Instead, feel free to submit your own anonymous report on your own 
corrective art actions.

I am a painting with the eyes cut out. Place your 
face inside of mine and show me what you want  
to see. I am the window with the ears to vindicate  
your phantasy. 

Enter me. Breathe. We are a voyeur. Hang up on a 
wall inside me, and behold our room:

An aged local dilettante flexes perversely beneath 
ambient light, taut and masked in a corridor of power. 

Witness this B-list legacy-family’s patriarch dutifully 
cling to his fading nominal prestige by debasing 
himself to prime his heir’s debut before tonight’s It 
City power brokers.

A few masked, early attendees squeeze his shoulder 
assuredly -- mid-thrust -- as he tests the altar for 
tonight’s frictive rite of passage with a light grinding. 

These masked attendees understand that tonight 
our dilettante’s successor -- the one you call Townie 
Dandy -- is on trial. 

Townie Dandy must convince his father’s peers of 
a willingness to bondage by mutual dirt. To inherit a 
second generation of nominal prestige, he must prove 
he can co-write secrets: 

Secrets transacted amongst witnesses to mutual acts 
of kink and horror; secrets valued as surreal estate, 
secrets as currency, secrets as keys, swecrets that 
leverage the future!

Yes, it’s just like you thought. You’re so smart. Now, 
look across the room and let me read to you. A nervous 
newcomer beckons our attention!

“Whoever knew this could be so complicated; to go 
wide -- not deeper?” mumbles the pierced lips of a 
Born-Again Groove Metal Millionaire, now a Prosperity 
Gospel Pseudo-Christian. 

Let me see his braids and chains jangle as he strokes 
his chin, bluffing as a connoisseur of experience. This 
clumsy attempt to impress is for the Country Megastar 
beside him -- undoubtedly his membership sponsor.

“Yeah, it’s like  Eyes Wide Shut  at JoAnn’s,” the 
Megastar blurts out between chews of sassafras 
tablets as he ties on a Zorro bandana. The two men 
are approached by a masked third, nursing a stemmed 
glass with body language eerily resemblant of a local 
food-processing CEO.

He pats the back of the Born-Again Groove Metal 
Millionaire and whispers, pressing his Venetian mask 
into his earrings, “Penetration is for plebes; just 
scratch the surface.”

The Megastar continues to stare straight ahead at 

the dilettante performing before them. “Hot dog, 
I’d like to get a thread count on that,” he rasps 
between rough dry swallows.

The Venetian doppelganger’s pat escalates  
into an impulsive grip, balling the distressed  
t-shirt of the Born-Again Groove Metal  
Millionaire as his whisper devolves into a  
violent hiss, “Embrace sophistication of novelty. 
Meet at the peak.”

He relinquishes his grip, turning to the room, and 
raises his drink, bellowing, “Meet at the peak!” 
into the masked crowd. He is reciprocated with a 
salutatory, collective echo, “Meet at the peak!”

Their ritual begins. See them move into tight 
circles and loom above large geometric shapes. 
Each shape is carpeted with a complex, exotic 
texture. Watch each masked influencer swap 
pants, mount, and then dryly hump each shapes’ 
surficial nuance. 

Look at their faces and investigate --  through me 
-- their feigned ecstasy as they erratically perform 
career-centric social calculus behind veneers  
of contemplative visceral pleasure.

Return to our Born-Again Groove Metal Millionaire, 
walking away from the crowd. He is right below us 
now, staring at the tablet cupped in his open hand. 

Show me his shakey concession, as he surrenders  
to the  room’s twisted sophistication of the  
superficial, “Illuminaughty-Dry-Hump-Sex-Cult, 
here we come.”

Now, look past him, deep into the foreground, and 
witness their debauched centerpiece:

The masked heir of our aged dilettante, sweaty 
and grimaced, thrusting upon a carpeted pyramid, 
mounted on a steel pole at 55 degrees. He 
clutches its fibers like a koala and stares into the 
floor’s pool of ambient light.

He can feel his father’s eyes reckoning somewhere 
in the masked crowd. Watch his father’s peers 
“appreciate” him “working.” 

Some pinch the fabric of his dress shirt or dig their 
nails into the carpeted pyramid, before nodding in 
approval. 

Exert your attention, harder than ever, and hear 
his grunted mantra. punctuated by the hurl of his 
own diaphragm, “It City’s sex magick only makes 
me stronger.”

You were right all along. He’ll do anything to make 
it. Now get out of my face.
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Despite your past sullied by pro-life 
confabulations, I understand you’ve lately 
taken a back seat stance on abortion. Though 
most assuredly this is mere political strategy—
because let’s face it, it was never about abortion, 
it was about your efforts to rise as a firebrand and 
redeem your ticket to the man club—I wanted 
to take this window of opportunity to invite you 
back in to this side of the chromosomal struggle, 
through a simple but true narrative not too 
dissimilar from a bible story. 

On the one hand, there’s nothing special about 
my story. I’m no more extraordinary than any 
other woman who’s had to actualize her right 
to choice. On the other hand, every story is 
specialized by its own humanizing details, for 
which a fella’ like you has belied when politically 
convenient.

There are no tragic circumstances to appeal to 
your sentiment, just a 19-year old green soul 
catapulted into motherly decision-making. As a 
serious athlete at the time, I had ceased having 
periods and simply stopped taking the birth 
control my 15 year-old-self secured through 
regular visits to the health department. Like a 
black magic storm gathering, I watched with a 
friend as the lines appeared on the urine stick 
and heard her cry “you’re turning green.” In that 
moment my green soul must have been purged 
right out of my skin. Naturally, I drove half across 
the country in search of moving on but you can’t 
move away from your own body. I finally landed 
in Georgia on a very stuffy summer night, and 
when I laid my head on my pillow, alone in the 
woods somewhere, I heard the soft patter of 
someone enter the room and felt the muffled 

pelts of a whisper say “I’m standing right behind 
you.” Startled, I turned to nervously laugh away 
my fear, but no one was there, only silence and 
emptiness stood between me and the bedroom 
door clad in the faint hallway light. No one was 
there but someone had been standing right 
behind me.

Was it you, Marsha? Was it the spirit of every 
woman who ever came before welling up inside 
the unlived you, standing there before my turned 
back on a hot, hot Georgia night? Was it you in 
the silence and emptiness and faint light shed 
upon the door…whether coming in or out of 
that room? Is it you, Marsha, who possesses 
many selves that are not split by the dichotomy 
of polemics but instead wields the privileged 
power for us women rattling our chains as 
they echo through the womblike universe?  
 
Marsha, it may not have been you, but it can 
be you. We are a magnanimous breed, and 
though you’ve done some damage, your silence 
is timely to hear my words. We will be propelled 
forward or against you because the corpus of 
womanhood is mightier than political coups. 
We stand behind each other and on each 
other’s shoulders. Won’t you join us and break 
that chain tethering you to the floor of the man 
club? Freire said, “the oppressed want at any 
cost to resemble the oppressor.” Unveil yourself 
to yourself and see it was you standing behind 
me all along. Won’t you actualize your choice to 
stand in solidarity with us women needing and 
deserving of choice?

Sincerely,
Lauren

Dear Marsha,

SALTy Note: If you would like to write your own letter for Marsha, 
please feel free to submit through our email or through the website. 
Anonymity is not necessarily encouraged while not discouraged. 
While the name can be empty, your story is full of meaning and 
power. We only ask that you also mail a letter directly to the
honorable Ms. Blackburn.

SALTier Note: If you are Marsha Blackburn and would like to respond 
to this letter, please do so through our email address or website. 
We encourage all sides of the discussion to participate and will 
provide fair and equal space
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Phanthesis #0
False Oppositions, Projective Synthetics 

Swamp Halford
Swamp Halford (born 25 February 1984) is an English singer 
and songwriter, who is a swamp monster that resembles 
an anthropomorphic mound of vegetable matter and 
famed for his powerful wide-ranging voice. AllMusic says 
of Halford: “There have been few vocalists in the history of 
heavy metal whose singing style has been little more than 
a crude, nonfunctional, vegetable-based imitation of their 
human counterparts”.[1] Halford was voted number 33 in 
the greatest ghost dressed in weeds in rock by Planet Rock 
listeners in 2009.[2]

“Hell Bent for Heather”

Smell him here, smell him in the heathlands
Cultivars of all colors appear

Widely found living in the boglands
Acidic soil, you know that he’s near

Spread! Blossoming foliage grows so bright.
Bloom! From a streak of flowers as he strikes.

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

White, pink, wide range of purples
Crimson flames in occasional sun

Moderate shade, perennial stalking,
Leather clad for ornamental fun

Graze! Try to manage a body of leaves.
Burn! Rejuvenating endlessly

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

There’s many who tell of a metal swamp legend,
Skin of leather over a body of heather!

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

DOUG LEONARD
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Phanthesis #0
False Oppositions, Projective Synthetics 

Swamp Halford
Swamp Halford (born 25 February 1984) is an English singer 
and songwriter, who is a swamp monster that resembles 
an anthropomorphic mound of vegetable matter and 
famed for his powerful wide-ranging voice. AllMusic says 
of Halford: “There have been few vocalists in the history of 
heavy metal whose singing style has been little more than 
a crude, nonfunctional, vegetable-based imitation of their 
human counterparts”.[1] Halford was voted number 33 in 
the greatest ghost dressed in weeds in rock by Planet Rock 
listeners in 2009.[2]

“Hell Bent for Heather”

Smell him here, smell him in the heathlands
Cultivars of all colors appear

Widely found living in the boglands
Acidic soil, you know that he’s near

Spread! Blossoming foliage grows so bright.
Bloom! From a streak of flowers as he strikes.

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

White, pink, wide range of purples
Crimson flames in occasional sun

Moderate shade, perennial stalking,
Leather clad for ornamental fun

Graze! Try to manage a body of leaves.
Burn! Rejuvenating endlessly

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather

There’s many who tell of a metal swamp legend,
Skin of leather over a body of heather!

Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
Hell Bent, Hell Bent for Heather
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LAIRS & LAIRS & LAIRS & LAIRS OF UNMEANING 
Negatively Bespeaking
I am never wrong so that I may be right and live 
as now forever.

For, when I perform the mirror of my intent; 
I evade commitment to a finite, affirmation. 
I preemptively incorporate (and deflect) all 
potential criticism because I mirror my intent as 
the performance of its hyperbolic opposite.

This opposite is a critical action, but I evade 
affirming its implied antithesis. I never define 
the opposite of my opposite, but I demand you 
believe that I am not this ornamental frame of 
negative caricature.

For meaning is as unknowable and enigmatic as 
Gawd Itself. You only know what I didn’t mean. 
You only know darkness plumed from a framed 
mirror. Your experience of my rolling, smokey 
action is merely an egoic projection onto the 
purple darkness.

Especially if you didn’t like it. Especially if you 
would step through this frame, into this darkness, 
and seek me to prove me wrong. I hide in this 
darkness and abuse it. Your Self will get lost if 
you follow me here. 

It is the gap between intent and action. It is 
my defensive weapon. With it, any attempt to 
j’accuse me reveals more about my livestock of 
Rorschach Critic-Interpreters than it does me. 

It reveals they wanted it so that I—as Pure 
Personality—might live as now forever. For what 
else would follow me into such webby darkness 
beside prey begging to be eaten?

Now be valiant, be brave, be true to your Self 
and enter darkness—to feed me.

The permanent 
clown makes the argument 

against the absolute utility of 
radical skepticism -- that we’re all 

going to be fools for something -- so we 
should choose the best possible things 
to be fooled by -- and not walk around 

masturbating our personalities bc 
everything’s relative and we r  trapped 

in a narrative about not getting 
trapped in a narrative

@PUJOLDOTCOM

Sectarian Preference
The Rockabilly Guy sat around with his 
Rockabilly Buddies making fun of their favorite 
bar’s newest clientele: 70’s Rock Guys. 

Pomaded and clean-shaven, the Rockabilly 
Boys sat slumped at their beers and whispered 
to each other while softly pointing at the 
bellbottomed Prince Valiant haircuts bobbing 
upon the skittering bodies of the 70’s Rockers. 
The Rockabilly Boys felt threatened but masked 
it by smirking instead of laughing. 

Across the bar, the gaggle of 70’s Rockers actively 
ignored the lowkey jibes of the Rockabilly Boys 
with passive-aggressive indifference, having 
dismissed them as aesthetically incompetent. 
They were, however, giggling about the bar’s 
doorman. He was a member of a nascent chapter 
of local Groove Metal Revisionists. 

It was hard for them to understand how anyone 
could find appeal in the bricolage of such 
fantastically tacky cultural artifacts. So, they 
laughed at it, filling the time it might take to 
question their own vulnerability to relativistic 
notions of vintage beauty with snark. 

Outside, a leashed dog watched a bar-band of 
80’s Country Enthusiasts load in through the 
front door. The dog belonged to a man wearing a 
leather-banded, distressed denim affliction-suit 
and a bouffant, bed-headed hairdo. He was the 
landlord. He had bought the building, before it 
was a bar, in the mid-2000’s with a publishing 
advance. 

The man laughed into a wireless headphone, 
watching his dog’s legs wiggle as it crapped on 
the sidewalk. He was talking to a developer. His 

lot of land had significantly increased in value 
since then.

Above the crapping dog, power lines powered 
credit card machines and coffers as the spice 
flowed through the tabernacle of free market 
animism. Manifestations of life forces, elementals, 
and fundamentals with concerns beyond the 
comprehension of the tastemade personified 
worked begrudgingly as electricity. It found the 
current harnessing of its abundance unfulfilling. 

The desperate electricity moved through the 
leg of a crow upon one of its cords. Temporarily 
possessed by its lifeforce, the crow unconsciously 
cawed at a writerly passerby, thus jump-starting 
their imagination toward a more exciting idea. 

Major Arcana #0




